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Abstract. In DT plasmas, Toroidal Alfvén Eigenmodes (TAEs) can be made unstable by the alpha particles resulting from fusion reactions, and may induce a significant redistribution of fast ions. Recent experiments have been conducted in JET deuterium plasmas in order to prepare scenarios aimed at observing alpha-driven TAEs in a future JET DT campaign. Discharges at low density, large core temperatures associated with the presence of Internal Transport Barriers and characterised by good energetic ion confinement have been performed. ICRH has been used in the hydrogen minority heating regime to probe the TAE stability. The consequent presence of MeV ions has resulted in the observation of TAEs in many instances. The impact of several

‡ See the author list of “X. Litaudon et al 2017 Nucl. Fusion 57 102001”
key parameters on TAE stability could therefore be studied experimentally. Modeling taking into account NBI and ICRH fast ions shows good agreement with the measured neutron rates, and has allowed predictions for DT plasmas to be performed.

1. Introduction

Toroidal Alfvén Eigenmodes (TAE) are weakly damped eigenmodes (gap modes) belonging to a wide class of electromagnetic instabilities[1]. They are readily destabilised by the free energy source in the distribution function of energetic ions and as a result, TAEs have been commonly observed in magnetic fusion plasmas[2]. In typical experiments, these fast ions are usually generated by auxiliary heating methods, either Neutral Beam Injection (NBI) or Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating (ICRH) systems. In addition to these energetic populations, future fusion reactors will operate with a deuterium-tritium (DT) mixture as fuel. The resulting fusion reactions create helium ions with a birth energy around 3.5MeV (alpha particles), i.e. well in excess of the plasma temperature. Like other fast ions, alpha particles can destabilise TAEs.

In burning plasmas, alpha-driven TAEs ($\alpha$-driven TAEs) could play a crucial role in a non-linear interaction with alphas: in a worst-case scenario, the alpha population build-up results in the destabilisation of $\alpha$-driven TAEs, which themselves displace the alphas to more peripheral regions. This could affect the discharge performance by reducing the core alpha power, and even potentially cause significant losses and subsequent large fluxes on the first wall and plasma facing components. Because of the relative scarcity of DT experiments, $\alpha$-driven TAEs have not been as well studied as ICRH- or NBI-driven TAEs. Given the uncertainties related to the effects of these MHD instabilities in next-step devices including ITER[3, 4, 5, 6], it is highly desirable to document the features of $\alpha$-driven TAEs as extensively as possible both from a theoretical and an experimental standpoint in ongoing fusion experiments.

In the past, significant efforts have been devoted to observe and characterise $\alpha$-driven TAEs in the two only magnetic fusion devices capable so far of producing DT plasmas: the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) and the Joint European Torus (JET). Despite optimistic initial predictions[7], observing $\alpha$-driven TAEs in TFTR actually proved to be quite challenging, requiring scenario fine-tuning guided by numerical simulation[8]. Eventually, however, this endeavour resulted in the unambiguous detection of $\alpha$-driven TAEs for the first time in a DT experiment[9, 10]. In JET, on the other hand, it was established that $\alpha$-driven TAEs could not be destabilised in hot ion H mode plasmas because of the large central bulk plasma pressure. On the other hand, numerous TAEs have been routinely observed in shear optimised discharges featuring Internal Transport Barriers (ITBs). However, the use of ICRH power to create the ITBs, even at relatively low levels of power ($\gtrsim 1$MW), provides a TAE drive in excess of the alpha drive, and there were significant uncertainties in its precise magnitude. As
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a result, no firm conclusions regarding α-driven TAEs could be drawn from past DT experiments in JET[11, 12, 13].

We report here on an effort to develop a scenario optimal for the observation of alpha-driven TAEs in a forthcoming DT campaign in JET, guided by past results in JET, TFTR and numerical calculations. In section 2, the parameters adapted to the observation of α-driven TAEs in DT discharges are identified. Observations of ITBs and consequences in terms of plasma quantities are reported in section 3. In section 4, the performance obtained in terms of neutron production in these discharges is discussed, and the precise role of ICRH is elucidated. TAE stability of these pulses is examined in section 5 and predictions for DT plasmas is the subject of section 6.

2. Operational regime

The parameters pertaining to the observation of α-driven TAEs may be identified by examining the balance between the TAE drive by alphas (γα) and the damping by different mechanisms (γd), which can be expressed in the following simplified form[14, 15, 16]

\[ \gamma \equiv \gamma_\alpha - \gamma_d = -Cq^2 \beta_{T\alpha} \left(1 - \frac{\omega_\alpha^*}{\omega}\right) F\left(\frac{v_\alpha}{v_A}\right) - \gamma_d, \] (1)

with q the safety factor, \( \beta_{T\alpha} \) the alpha normalised pressure, \( \omega \) the mode frequency. \( \omega_\alpha^* \) is the \( \alpha \) diamagnetic frequency, \( F \) is a function of the normalised \( \alpha \) birth velocity \( (v_\alpha) \), \( v_A \) is the Alfvén velocity and \( C \) is a constant.

The destabilisation of TAE is only possible when the alpha diamagnetic drift frequency exceeds the eigenfrequency, i.e.

\[ \omega_\alpha^* \equiv \frac{m}{r q_\alpha B} \frac{d \log(p_\alpha)}{dr} > \omega. \] (2)

In the latter expression, \( m \) is the poloidal mode number, \( r \) is the minor radius, \( T_\alpha \) is the alpha temperature, \( q_\alpha \) is the electric charge of alpha particles, \( B \) is the confinement field and \( p_\alpha \) is the alpha pressure. This condition defines a threshold in terms of the alpha pressure gradient. Furthermore, Eq. 1 clearly shows that both \( \beta_\alpha \) and \( q \) should be maximised.

As discussed in Ref. [11], the large bulk plasma pressure has prevented TAEs from being driven unstable in typical fusion performance H-mode scenarios performed during the previous JET DT campaign, despite a large alpha drive. On the other hand, TAEs have been observed in shear-optimised discharges as a result of the elevated \( q \) profile, but only in the presence of ICRH power since it was essentially employed in all these pulses. The potential presence of radiofrequency-generated energetic ions in the plasma has prevented the α-driven TAEs from being unequivocally observed and characterised in JET. In order to alleviate this risk in a future DT campaign, no ICRH will be used before the time of interest for α-driven TAE observation, i.e. the peak performance phase of the DT discharge and the afterglow phase. In order to maximise the alpha drive in this context, it is thus necessary to make use of the full capability of the NBI system in
JET to maximise the fusion reaction yield by increasing $T_i$, the ion temperature, since the thermonuclear reaction rate increases rapidly with the fuel temperature. On the other hand, in order to maximise the effect of energetic ions, it is desirable to maximise the fast ion pressure, which is proportional to the Spitzer slowing down time $\tau_s \propto T_e^{3/2}$ with $T_e$ the electron temperature[17]. High electron temperatures are best achieved by operating at relatively low densities. In H-mode plasmas fuelled by NBI ions, this translates into operating at low plasma current $I_p$, with the constraint that the alpha particle confinement remain satisfactory.

We now turn to the mode damping, which should be sufficiently low to be overcome by the alpha-drive. For gap Alfvén Eigenmodes (AEs), this total damping is a combination of radiative damping ($\gamma_{rad}$), collisional electron damping ($\gamma_{coll,e}$), thermal electron ($\gamma_e$) and ion ($\gamma_D$, $\gamma_T$) Landau damping and damping by NBI ions ($\gamma_{NBI}$) fulfilling the condition $v_\parallel = v_A/3$. We find that in JET, this last mechanism is largely dominant. Calculations performed with the castor-k and mishka codes during the last DT campaign yield $\gamma_{NBI}/\omega \sim 1 - 2\%$ whereas the maximum alpha drive was estimated to be $\gamma_\alpha/\omega \sim 0.15\%$, in other words much lower than the damping rate[11]. In TFTR and in JET, the afterglow scheme has therefore been developed to remedy this issue. It consists of switching-off the auxiliary power abruptly, and relying on the more rapid slowing-down of fast NBI deuterons compared to alphas to observe the $\alpha$-driven TAEs in the afterglow phase[9]. The afterglow scheme lends itself to the observation of $\alpha$-driven TAEs if the following condition is satisfied

$$ \left| \gamma_{NBI} e^{-t/\tau_{NBI}} + (\gamma_D + \gamma_T) e^{-t/\tau_E} + \gamma_e \right| < \gamma_\alpha e^{-t/\tau_\alpha}. $$

(3)

$\tau_E$ is the energy confinement time and it is assumed that electron damping remains constant during this phase. $\tau_{NBI}$ (resp. $\tau_\alpha$) is the typical time required for NBI ions (resp. alphas) to thermalise. Assuming a JET DT plasma with electron density $n_e = 5 \times 10^{19} \text{m}^{-3}$ and background temperature $T = 10\text{keV}$, we find that the Spitzer slowing-down time for alphas is $\tau_{s,\alpha} \approx 0.72\text{s}$, whereas $\tau_{s,NBI} \approx 1.81\text{s}$ for NBI (assuming DT beams) ions. However, due to their larger initial energy, the thermalisation time for alphas is found to be $\tau_\alpha \approx 1.20\text{s}$, i.e. appreciably longer than the typical time for 100keV NBI ions to thermalise $\tau_{NBI} \approx 0.31\text{s}$. $\tau_E$ is estimated to be of the same order as $\tau_{NBI}$ in these discharges. This is consistent with more sophisticated analyses in TFTR and JET which find that the alpha drive remains significant after the beam and thermal contributions to TAE damping have essentially vanished[9, 11].

The scenario development presented in the present paper is performed in deuterium plasmas, in which $\alpha$-driven TAEs are absent. In order to probe the distance to the TAE instability threshold of the plasmas obtained, ions in the MeV range of energies are created using ICRH. In all presented pulses with ICRH power, standard hydrogen minority heating has been used. The central confinement field is $B_0 = 3.4\text{T}$ and the ICRH frequency is set to 51MHz, locating the fundamental resonance in the vicinity of the magnetic axis. The hydrogen concentration was in the range $\sim 2 - 7\%$. It should be noted that the ICRH drive and the alpha drive differ in nature, as the corresponding fast
ion distribution functions have different structures. For instance, because ICRH ions are typically trapped in the outboard region of the plasma, they tend to preferentially excite TAEs with a ballooned structure. Alphas, on the other hand, include a large fraction of passing particles, and can thus also excite anti-ballooned TAEs[11]. Therefore, a comparison of the required power for ICRH-driven and alpha-driven TAE excitation can only be considered as a rough estimate. Comprehensive numerical simulations, beyond the scope of the present paper, including a precise description of the fast ion populations and of the TAE mode structure must be performed to establish a quantitative correspondence between the excitation thresholds in the two cases.

Various plasma currents have been tested, in the range $I_p = 2 - 3$MA. It has been established that $I_p = 2.5$MA constitutes a good compromise between satisfactory energetic particle confinement (which has also been shown to hold true for 3.5MeV alpha particles in numerical simulations) and low density operation.

3. Internal Transport Barriers in JET-ILW

As discussed previously, it is desirable to produce low density plasmas in order to maximise the fast hydrogen ion slowing-down time. However, since the installation of the ITER-like Wall (ILW) in JET[18], typical plasma densities are higher than those obtained with the former carbon wall (C-wall)[19]. In the present effort, it is needed to reconcile the contradictory requirements of elevated $q$-profile plasmas, which is typically achieved by switching-on the NBI power early in the discharge, with the requirements of obtaining low density in the peak-performance period. In Fig. 1 is plotted the line-integrated density measured by interferometry along a central chord in the peak-performance phase versus the same quantity at the NBI switch-on time. This figure was produced by selecting pulses with comparable total NBI power and $I_p \leq 2.75$MA. In order to remove measurement noise and slow plasma variations, $\Delta t_{peak}$ is defined as a finite time interval of at least 100ms centered on the peak performance time, over which the considered quantities are averaged. The error bars in the figure result from this averaging procedure.

It is clearly observed that it is beneficial to start the plasma with as low a density as possible, while obviously still fulfilling the operational limits of the JET-ILW. This was done by implementing the so-called staggered-PINI recipe, consisting of firing the various NBI injectors with various delays depending on their respective shine-through limit and selected voltage. This recipe has allowed lower densities at the time of peak performance to be achieved compared to other pulses operated in JET-ILW. Fig. 2 shows a comparison of the density obtained versus plasma current during the peak performance phase for all deuterium pulses with $P_{NBI} > 15$MW and $I_p > 2$MA performed in JET since the installation of the ILW. Lines and arrows have been superimposed on the graph for each case to serve as a guide to the eye.

In order to obtain elevated values of the safety factor $q$, a common method employed in advanced scenarios is to inject external power during the current ramp-up phase.
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in order to slow down the current profile diffusion process\cite{20, 21}. To confirm the applicability of this method in JET-ILW, several similar shots have been performed, varying only the NBI switch-on time ($t_{NBI}$). The corresponding time traces for four discharges are shown in Fig. 3, and the resulting q-profile at the time of peak performance (with $\Delta t_{\text{peak}} = 500\text{ms}$) reconstructed using EFIT\cite{22} constrained with polarimetry and kinetic profiles is shown in Fig. 4.

This confirms that the variation of the NBI switch-on time is an efficient method of producing high values of the central safety factor ($q_0$). Although EFIT predicts a very low shear in an extended region near the plasma center, it should be pointed out that it is often difficult to have a high accuracy of the equilibrium reconstruction in the central region. Nevertheless, except in a very limited number pulses in which Alfvén Cascades were observed, indicating a negative shear in the plasma center\cite{23}, no experimental indications of systematic q-profile reversal were obtained.

Unsurprisingly, we note that the modifications induced by varying $t_{NBI}$ are not limited to $q_0$. On the bottom graph of Fig. 3, it is clearly seen that the neutron rate at the time of peak performance also varies significantly from pulse to pulse. As an illustration, of these four discharges, pulse #90189 achieves $q_0 \approx 1.5$ with the highest neutron rate, whereas pulse #90194 is characterised by $q_0 \approx 2.5$, but a significantly lower neutron rate. Therefore, since both parameters are important for TAE excitation, a trade-off between $q_0$ and overall performance is required.

The presence of an extended central region of low positive shear is known to be prone to the triggering of ITBs when the minimal value of $q$ reaches rational values\cite{24}. For the first time since the installation of the ILW, ITBs have been clearly observed in a number of discharges performed in the framework of this experimental effort. Fig. 5 shows time traces of pulse #92054 with $P_{NBI} \approx 25\text{MW}$. This pulse uses only NBI power at the peak performance time of the discharge, thus fulfilling the criteria listed above for $\alpha$-driven TAE observation in DT discharges. ICRH power is applied after the time of peak performance in order to ensure a safe plasma termination.

In this discharge, it is observed that $T_i(0)$ and central toroidal rotation ($\omega_{\text{tor}}$) steadily increase with time. The start time of the ITB development is consistent with the appearance of the $q = 2$ surface in the plasma, although the equilibrium reconstruction is not accurate enough to reach a firm conclusion on this point. The critical energy for a D NBI ion in a 5keV background plasma is $E_c \sim 150\text{keV}$, i.e. significantly larger than the beam injection energy. As a result, in these relatively low density, high temperature discharges, NBI heating preferentially acts as an ion heating source and the electron temperature increases at a slower rate than the ion temperature. The resulting electron, ion and density profiles versus major radius in the plasma mid-plane at the times denoted by the dashed lines in Fig. 5 are shown in Fig. 6. The ion temperature profile has been produced using data from Charge Exchange Recombination Spectroscopy (CXRS) of Neon X atoms, and X-Crystal spectrometry (XCS). Electron temperature is deduced from the Electron Cyclotron Emission (ECE) radiometer and High Resolution Thomson Scattering (HRTS) systems. Electron density has been obtained from HRTS and LIDAR.
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Thomson Scattering data. In all considered pulses, good consistency between the various systems installed in JET has been achieved. Therefore, in Fig. 6, ECE data and part of the HRTS data is shown for the electron temperature, whereas only HRTS data is plotted for the electron density.

The central ion temperature was found to reach \( T_i(0) \gtrsim 10\text{keV} \) in high power discharges, whereas \( T_e(0) \sim 5\text{keV} \). As a result of the ITB appearance, the density profile is peaked, as shown in the bottom graph of Fig. 6. Simultaneously, it is also observed that \( T_i(0) \) and \( T_e(0) \) start to decrease slightly from their peak values before the end of the NBI-only phase. This results from the core impurity accumulation, likely to be due to the density peaking caused by the ITB, consistently with past observations in ITB plasmas performed in JET equipped with the C-wall[25]. Impurities involved have been identified as mostly tungsten and nickel. It must be pointed out that this process does not compromise the objectives of the present effort from being reached, since the impurity accumulation is not severe enough at the time of peak performance to induce a termination of the pulse by the device protection systems.

4. Neutron rate and performance

A central goal of the present scenario development is to establish that sufficient fusion performance can be obtained in an extrapolated DT plasma to ensure that \( \alpha \)-driven TAEs can be observed, despite the requirement that no ICRH power must be used before the time of peak performance. In Fig. 7 is plotted the neutron rate at peak performance versus the total injected power, including NBI and NBI+ICRH phases for all successful pulses performed in the framework of this experiment. ICRH can contribute to the neutron rate through 1) an increase of global plasma quantities (electron and ion temperature, essentially), and 2) the generation of energetic deuterons by harmonic heating[26, 27]. According to calculations performed with the cyrano[28] and eve[29] codes for various pulses in which ICRH power was used up to 4.5MW with hydrogen concentrations \( n_H/n_e \sim 2 - 7\% \), second harmonic deuterium damping never exceeds 25% of the total RF power damping. Although Neutral Particle Analyzers (NPAs) do observe non-thermal deuterium ions in some pulses, the resulting deuterium acceleration appears to be insufficient to significantly contribute to the neutron rate. This is further confirmed by neutron spectroscopy analysis of these pulses[30], which shows that the RF contribution to the neutron rate does not exceed 15% even at low levels of hydrogen concentrations (\( \lesssim 2\% \)).

In Fig. 8 is plotted the measured neutron rate versus \( n_DP_{NBI\tau_{s,e}} \) with \( n_D \) the deuterium density (deduced from the electron density and \( Z_{\text{eff}} \) measurement), and \( \tau_{s,e} \) the electron slowing-down time. The beam-target reaction rate computed with the pencil code[31] using the measured kinetic profiles is found to scale linearly with this quantity, as it should[32], and to agree well with the experimental measurement for low to medium NBI power. It is observed that at high NBI power, there is a significant departure of the measured neutron rate from that calculated using pencil, which results...
from thermonuclear and beam-beam contributions to the neutron rate, although the latter is found not to exceed 10% in these pulses.

In order to further characterise the role of ICRH power, pulses #92415 and #92416 have been performed at 2.5MA, and the afterglow scheme has been tested from an operational standpoint in both. As shown in Fig. 9, the two shots are identical except for the fact that ICRH was only used for shot termination in #92415, whereas it was applied throughout in pulse #92416, resulting in a significant increase of the neutron rate in the latter with respect to the former. This is caused by a combination of higher ion temperature and density in the second case.

The TRANSP code[33] has been used to interpret the experimental measurements of pulse #92416, and estimate the various contributions to the total neutron rate. The result is shown in Fig. 10. The simulated total neutron rate is in fair agreement with the experimental value during the high NBI power phase of the discharge. During the afterglow phase, the simulated value underestimates the measured neutron rate. This is attributed to the fact that the afterglow phase is usually associated with measurement uncertainties, as some diagnostics rely on NBI to operate. The afterglow phase description will be refined in future simulations, but this slight discrepancy does not modify our conclusions. The ITB development is found to result in a significant increase of the thermonuclear contribution to the neutron rate. The benefit from this large contribution is that when the afterglow phase starts, the associated neutron rate decay occurs on the energy confinement timescale, whereas the beam-target contribution decrease is linked to the slowing-down time of NBI ions. In a DT discharge, this means that the alpha production remains substantial during a finite time following the power switch-off. The alpha decay, resulting from the combination of decreasing ion temperature and density and 3.5MeV alpha slowing-down, is therefore expected to occur on a timescale significantly longer than the NBI ion slowing-down time.

In pulses performed with 25MW of NBI power and using only NBI power before peak performance, it is found that a substantial fraction of the neutron rate comes from thermal fusion reactions. As an illustration, in the case of pulse #92054 at \(t \approx 6.6s\), which approximately corresponds to the highest neutron rate shown in Fig. 8, TRANSP simulations indicate that the thermonuclear contribution to the total neutron rate reaches 33%, whereas 61% (resp. 6%) comes from beam-target (resp. beam-beam) reactions.

5. TAE stability in deuterium plasmas

The objective of ICRH power use in these deuterium pulses is to probe some of the best performing discharges with respect to TAE stability. This is what is done in the comparison between pulses #92415 and #92416 (Fig. 9). In pulse #92415, no significant AE activity has been recorded by the Mirnov coils. In most discharges with RF power \((P_{RF} \gtrsim 2\text{MW})\) on the other hand, TAEs are observed in the range 100-200kHz. As shown in Fig. 11, this is the case in pulse #92416 with ICRH power throughout.
In this discharge, it is observed that TAEs are present until $t \approx 5.3s$. At this time, the NBI power is increased from 10MW to 25MW. The TAE frequency shifts upwards as a result of the toroidal velocity increase. At $t \approx 5.5s$, it starts to shift downwards following the decrease of $v_A \propto 1/n_1^{1/2}$ caused by the density increase induced by the NBI fuelling. At $t \approx 5.6s$, the TAEs disappear due to the damping by NBI ions despite the presence of 5MW of ICRH power. The afterglow phase starts at $t = 6.1s$ and is followed by the reappearance of the TAEs with a delay $\sim 100ms$, which is consistent with the deuterium ion slowing-down.

Fig. 12 shows a zoom on the TAEs reappearing at $t \approx 6.2s$. The toroidal array of Mirnov coils installed on JET allows the toroidal mode numbers ($n$) to be estimated. It shows that the corresponding TAEs are characterised by $n = 4, 5$ and 6. Also visible on this figure is the signal from the active antenna used for TAE excitation in JET\[34\]. Although this system has also been used in these discharges, the results obtained will be reported in a separate article.

In order to further characterise these modes, the HELENA\[35\] and MISHKA\[36\] codes have been run using the data from EFIT at $t = 6.2s$ as input. The result from the MISHKA calculation corresponding to the mode $n = 5$ is displayed in Fig. 13. The plotted quantity on this figure is the radial contravariant component of the fluid velocity $V^1$ (see Ref. [36]), which is representative of the mode structure. It shows a TAE located at normalised radius $\rho \approx 0.4$ dominated by poloidal components $m = 10$ and $m = 11$. It is consistent with experimental data, although the MHD diagnostics in JET do not allow a precise radial localisation of the modes to be performed. Nevertheless, reflectometry data do not indicate the presence of any TAEs in the outer parts of the plasma at this time of the discharge, which is consistent with the presence of a core-localised TAE.

Finally, it must be noted that the linear MHD calculations performed with MISHKA display a large sensitivity with respect to the precise value of $q_0$, as a result of the very low central shear predicted by EFIT. Experimentally, however, TAEs are commonly observed in discharges with ICRH power, and appear to be quite robust with respect to changes in the plasma parameters, including $q$. This could be an indication of the fact that the q-profile is not as flat as predicted. Non-linear MHD calculations, including sensitivity studies, in the presence of energetic hydrogen ions retaining finite orbit effects performed with the SELFO\[37\] and VENUS\[38\] codes are ongoing and will be the subject of a future publication.

6. Predictions for deuterium-tritium discharges

In order to establish the relevance of the developed scenario aimed at $\alpha$-driven TAE observation, it is necessary to perform extrapolations of these deuterium pulses to a DT mixture. This has been achieved by carrying out several runs with the TRANSP code. The reference pulse used for these calculations is #92054, using NBI only in its peak performance phase, and already presented in section 3. The first step is to carefully interpret the measurements by using the experimental values of $T_i$, $T_e$, $n_e$ and $\omega_{tor}$. The
measured effective charge \( (Z_{\text{eff}}) \) was used as well, assuming the \( Z_{\text{eff}} \) profile was flat. At this stage, the main source of uncertainty corresponds to the impurity content of the discharge. Several hypotheses have been tested in this domain, with the objective of reproducing the plasma energy \( W_p \), neutron rate \( R_{NT} \) and radiated power \( P_{\text{rad}} \):

(i) When the only impurity is assumed to be tungsten (W) and \( T_i \) is taken to be the experimental value, \( W_p \) is correctly reproduced. On the other hand, both \( R_{NT} \) and \( P_{\text{rad}} \) are overestimated.

(ii) When the only impurity is assumed to be beryllium (Be), \( W_p \) is well recovered, but \( R_{NT} \) is significantly underestimated as \( Z_{\text{eff}} \) increases, pointing to an excessive dilution with respect to the experiment. \( P_{\text{rad}} \) is much too low compared to experimental bolometry measurements.

(iii) When the only impurity is assumed to be W but \( T_i \) is chosen to be the lower range of error bars of CXRS measurements, it is possible to reproduce \( W_p \) and \( P_{\text{rad}} \) with good accuracy. \( R_{NT} \) is also correctly recovered, with only a slight underestimation at the time of peak performance.

These results are summarised in Fig. 14. The outcome of these simulations is that the actual plasma probably contains a mix of W and Be (as well as other light impurities). Given the uncertainties in this domain, the DT extrapolation has been performed by assuming that W was the only impurity, but that \( T_i \) had a finite range of uncertainty corresponding to options 1 and 3 above.

This pulse has been used as a basis for extrapolation, replacing both fuel and NBI deuterium ions by a 50%-50% mixture of deuterium and tritium. This has allowed the expected alpha density, pressure and corresponding \( \beta_{T\alpha} \) to be estimated. The result obtained is shown in Fig. 15. As discussed previously, the finite range of \( T_i \) provides a range of \( \beta_{T\alpha} \) values. It turns out that the \( \beta_{T\alpha} \) obtained is comparable to, or even slightly larger than, the value achieved in successful TFTR experiments[9]. Although this prediction cannot replace comprehensive simulations that take into account bulk plasma transport, MHD and fast particle effects, it encourages us to develop further this scenario in view of future DT campaigns in JET.

7. Conclusions

A significant effort has been invested in the development of a scenario for the observation of \( \alpha \)-driven TAEs in an upcoming DT campaign of JET. With this end in mind, deuterium discharges have been performed at comparatively low densities, elevated q-profiles and using only NBI power prior to the peak performance phase of the pulse. The selected plasma current is \( I_p = 2.5 \text{MA} \), which has been found to constitute a good compromise between low density operation and satisfactory energetic particle confinement. The magnetic field \( B_T = 3.4 \text{T} \) allows ICRH to be used for TAE probing purposes by locating the fundamental hydrogen cyclotron layer close to the magnetic axis thereby generating a significant population of well-confined energetic hydrogen
ions. With these parameters, ITBs have been unambiguously observed for the first time since the installation of the ILW in JET. They have allowed the central ion temperature to reach $T_i \gtrsim 13\text{keV}$ with 25MW of NBI power, resulting in a neutron rate $R_{NT} \gtrsim 1.2 \times 10^{16}/\text{s}$, with a significant thermonuclear contribution (up to $\sim 40\%$). By using ICRH, TAEs have been routinely observed in the range 100-200kHz when $P_{ICRH} \gtrsim 1-2\text{MW}$. They have been observed to be damped at high NBI power. Linear MHD calculations and the absence of any edge TAEs on reflectometry measurements for these discharges show that these modes are core-localised. Interpretative integrated simulations of the best performing discharges have been performed using various hypotheses in terms of impurity content, and then extrapolated to DT plasmas. They predict that normalised alpha pressure values could be comparable or even slightly larger than values measured in successful $\alpha$-driven TAE experiments in TFTR. We plan to develop this scenario further by performing discharges at higher NBI power in an upcoming deuterium campaign, and also consolidate extrapolations to DT by performing similar pulses in pure tritium plasmas before applying this scenario to the next JET DT campaign.
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Figure 1. Line-integrated density at peak performance time versus line-integrated density at NBI switch-on time measured along a central interferometer chord, for shots with current plasma 2MA (circles), 2.5MA (squares) and 2.75MA (diamonds).
Figure 2. Line-integrated density versus current at peak performance in all deuterium pulses with $I_p > 2\text{MA}$ and $P_{\text{NBI}} > 15\text{MW}$ since the installation of the ITER-like wall in JET. The discharges discussed in this article appear as red circles, whereas all other pulses are shown as blue squares. Linear fits of the plotted datapoints (dashed lines and arrows) have been superimposed to serve as a guide to the eye for pulses performed in the framework of this experiment (red), and in all other experiments (blue).
Figure 3. Comparison of pulses #90194, #90190, #90189, #90202, which differ by the time at which the NBI power is applied. (a) NBI power; (b) plasma current; (c) neutron rate. On (b), the vertical dashed lines show the NBI switch-on time. On (c), the vertical dashed lines denote the center of each peak performance period (for these discharges, $\Delta t_{\text{peak}} = 500\text{ms}$), and refer to Fig. 4.
Figure 4. Safety factor profile at time of peak performance for pulses #90194, #90190, #90189, #90202 (see Fig. 3). The error bars result from the finite extent of the peak performance period.
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Figure 5. Pulse #92054. (a) Auxiliary power; (b) Central electron and ion temperatures (left y-axis) and toroidal angular rotation rate (right y-axis); (c) Neutron rate (left y-axis); central and volume-averaged electron density (right y-axis). The vertical dashed lines refer to the profiles shown in Fig. 6.
Figure 6. Pulse #92054. (a) Ion temperature from core CXRS (open symbols, solid line and error bars) and edge CXRS (crosses) diagnostics. Also shown is the XCS data (diamonds); (b) Electron temperature from ECE radiometer (open symbols and solid lines) and HRTS system at $t = 5.87s$ and $R > 3.2m$ (crosses with error bars); (c) Electron density from HRTS system. For clarity, the corresponding error bars are only shown for the profile at $t = 5.87s$. The x-axis corresponds to the major radius in the plasma mid-plane. The magnetic center is located at $R_{\text{mag}} \approx 3.0m$, whereas the separatrix is at $R_{\text{sep}} \approx 3.83m$ (dashed line).
Figure 7. Neutron rate versus total (NBI+RF) power during high-performance phase, including NBI only (circles) and NBI+ICRH (diamonds) phases.
Figure 8. Measured neutron rate (circles) and beam-target neutron rate from PENCIL (crosses) versus $n_D P_{\text{NBI}} \tau_{s,e}$ at time of peak performance (NBI only pulses).
Figure 9. Comparison between pulses #92415 and #92416. (a) NBI power; (b) ICRH power; (c) Line-integrated density; (d) Neutron rate.
Figure 10. Pulse #92416. (a) NBI and ICRH power; (b) Neutron rate, measured (black line); beam-beam (b-b), beam-thermal (b-t), thermonuclear (th) and total contributions computed by TRANSP. The vertical dashed lines refer to Fig. 11.
Figure 11. Pulse #92416. Spectrogram from Mirnov coils. The vertical dashed lines refer to Fig. 10. The oblique lines on the left and right parts of this graph correspond to the TAE antenna signal picked up by the Mirnov coils.
Figure 12. Pulse #92416. TAEs between time 6.20s and 6.40s corresponding to toroidal mode numbers $n = 4, 5$ and 6. The oblique line on the upper right part of this graph is the TAE antenna signal picked up by the Mirnov coils.
Figure 13. Pulse #92416, MISHKA calculation corresponding to the $n = 5$ TAE shown in Fig. 12 at $t = 6.2s$. (a) Poloidal harmonics of the fluid velocity radial component $V^1$; (b) Reconstruction of $V^1$ in $(R, Z)$ coordinates.
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Figure 14. Pulse #92054 interpretative simulation. (a) Effective charge: measured (symbols), used in TRANSP (solid line); (b) Computed deuterium density; (c) Radiated power: measured (dashed line), computed (solid lines); Neutron rate: measured (dashed line), computed (solid lines). Hyp. 1 (resp Hyp. 2) refers to a plasma with W (resp. B) as the sole impurity; Hyp. 3 refers to a plasma with W as the sole impurity and a lower ion temperature (see main text).
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Figure 15. Extrapolation of pulse #92054 to DT. (a) Fusion alpha density; (b) power source from fusion alphas to bulk plasma particles; (c) normalised fusion alpha beta (toroidal). The shaded area is delimited by hypotheses 1 and 3 in Fig. 14.